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CSL Hoping to Keep a'Cocktaii Party Problem" Hush Hush
Stanford has licensed a simple, elegant, and
hopefully revolutionary technology that greatly
enhances hearing aids to Cardinal Sound Labs, Inc.
(CSL), a company being started by inventor Bernard Wid row, professor of electrical engineering.
Invented in 1982, the "directional hearing aid"
solves the problem of background noise, commonly
known as the "cocktail party problem."
The technology works via three or more microphones mounted on a horizontal bridge (to be worn
under the shirt or as an accessory) and spaced at
distances equal to half a wavelength of prominent
frequencies in the audible range.
Since sound waves are sinusoidal, sounds coming from the side register a peak at the first microphone and a valley at the second, thereby cancelling each other. Sounds from the front, however,
register the same at all microphones and are simply
amplified, thus yielding directionality.
The signals are then transmitted to an existing
hearing aid in the ear, a point which Widrow
stresses. "CSL won't be competing with the hearing aid companies," he says. "If anything, we'll
Continued on Page 3

This man's n,ot wearing a hearing aid, or is he? Bernard
Widrow, professor of electrical engineering, ioho was
designated ~he fOlinder of the field of neural networks by the
IEEE and awarded tlze Alexander Graham Bell Medal, hopes
you won't be ablelo see his new hedring assistance device.

Finding Licensees: Came Out, Came Out, Wherever You Are
With Stanford's reputation and OTL's eightdigit annual income, you might think companies
are bea ting down OTL's door for licenses. But OTL
licenses only about 10-12% of the between 150 and
200 inventions disclosed to us each year.
Many technologies simply aren't commercially
viable - perhaps competing technologies exist, or
the chance of a payoff seems too small or uncertain
to warrant a company's investment.
The biggest problem, however, is simply matching the technology to a company willing and able
to commercialize it - a process much easier said
than done.
According to Senior Associate Jon Sandelin,
"around 95% of our licenses originate either from
inventor referrals or from a company coming to us
who has learned about the technology through one
of the more normal technology transfer avenues."
"Inventors typically know what companies are
working in or interested in their area of expertise,"

Sandelinexplains, adding that they may even know
people at the company.
The "normal technology transfer avenues" include publications, off-campus conferences, oncampus seminars, corporate visits to laboratories,
research support from corporations, outside consulting by faculty, visiting research associates, iAc,J
industrial affiliates programs.
Because of fundamental differences in the missions of universities and companies, however, Sandelin says those avenues tend to be one-way, sending information out from the University.
"The University by nature tries to broadly broadcast new research results through these mechanisms," he explains. "Companies, however, tend
to keep very secret what they are working on, so it's
impossible for us to know for sure who's doing
what."
Thus, Sandelin feels that the burden is on comContinued on page 2
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was retired
enl:reIJrenellr '-","VJL!".," LOIDS'tOC.K, who
helped
operations in 1992 on the Alumni
analyze
Consulting Team (ACT) and had then volunteered
to help OTL assess some of its technologies,.
The other
hadn't """"V""',,,•• COrlSl(lLerE~O ",.'",.rli1"la
himself. And it was
that
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